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Hola!
Welcome to the 11th issue of
NICE Magazine, a Nicework
initiative that spreads the word
about talented creatives and their
work. Every issue, we select a theme
to direct the curation and design of
our content. It is now April and we
have begged, borrowed and stolen
another exciting issue.
We spend most of our time
stuck indoors, bathed in the
soothing light of LED screens. So
we decided to remind ourselves that
there is a larger planet and wide
open spaces out there. Prepare to
enjoy a smorgasbord of food, plants,
tents, art, places and spaces, bird
feeders and even a wild mountain
man. This is the “Go Outside”
issue. We invite you to join us for an
aesthetic mix of design, illustration,
advertising, art and publishing that
celebrates the great outdoors and
all you can do in it.
We’ve got articles about insideoutside portable homes and a little
yellow design shop on wheels.
You can expect interviews with
illustrator Astrid Yskout, Anelde
Greeff from the Eat Out Festival,
land artist Strijdom van der Merwe,
photographer and general creative
Julian Bialowas, street artist/
artsy vandal Paige Smith, and
documentary photographer Jason
Larkin.
We also have some amazing visual
features - hummingbird houses, tiny

terrariums, beautiful photography,
even a real live astronaut.
We are also proud to announce our
first video feature, on Joe Paine and
his mechanical bureau.
For our “Ten Things” feature we
asked our contributors to select and
photograph a collection of personal
objects inspired by the outside.
Shaun Hill, Anushka le Roux and
our resident mountain man have
created amazing spreads of objects
they recommend for surviving and
embracing the outdoors.
You can also look forward to a little
collection of outdoorsy advertising
from back in the day.
In our showcase section, you are
invited to feast your eyes on some
fun and exciting work we did for our
friends at Trainiac, a picture-based
learning company in Johannesburg.
Thank you to everybody who
took the time to answer our many
questions, collect your amazing
work and allow us to put together
this magazine, you make us so
happy on the inside. It is always an
pleasure to feature such amazing
work by so many talented people you know who you are.
So, we are glad you have
downloaded the magazine. Read it,
get some inspiration and then go
and run around outside. Before the
weather engulfs us completely in its
wintery grasp.
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Astrid Yskout
illustrator, teacher, book seller, nice lady

Astrid Yskout is an illustrator and art teacher from Belgium. By day she works in a
second hand bookstore which is a source of much of her inspiration. We asked her a
couple of questions to get to know her better:
1. Tell us what you do.
I’m an illustrator, I teach art to children and
work in a secondhand bookshop.
2. Why do you do it?
Because all of this is fun. Teaching art to
children makes me think about using and
combining different materials, which is
inspiring because in my own work I can
be very careful and conservative.
The secondhand books are a useful source
of inspiration for my art lessons and my work.
I really like combining these jobs, though
sometimes I wish I had more time to do
personal illustration projects.
3. Tell us about your process.
First I sketch a lot, I’m not easily satisfied
so I keep drawing on and on until I find the
right idea or composition. I like this part of
the project the most because you can draw
loosely, put rough lines and all of this may
look ugly and crappy. Then I make the final
drawing, usually starting with a sigh because
I’m not very fond of doing this.

“I can be quite a perfectionist
so every line should be exactly
the way I want it to be.”
ISSUE ELEVEN 2

Because of this the liveliness of my characters
can disappear, so I see this trait more as a
failure than a good thing. Mostly I do some
Photoshop colour corrections afterwards. I
enjoy that part because I
can work on autopilot, nothing else in mind.
Maybe it’s some sort of concentration
meditation.
4. Who do you admire?
Jillian Tamaki, Beatrice Alemagna, Aurélie
Guillery, Paul Cox, Henri Matisse, Emma
Adbage, Mamma Anderson , Jockum
Nordström, Studio Takeuma, Blexbolex,
Marc Boutavant, Atak, the people of the
Pazuzu illustration Agency, Sol LeWitt, John
Broadley, Isabelle Vandenabeele,...
5. What project are you most proud of?
I love doing the campaign image for Deep In
The Woods. This Belgian festival is all about
music, nature and family. I was there last
year and it’s great, such a beautiful and cosy
atmosphere, very quiet and laid back.
A perfect way to enjoy music, a perfect
theme to draw.
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6. What colour are your underwear?
Concerning coloured underwear, I have no
specific preferences, though I mostly wear
dark blue undershirts.
7. Who would you love to collaborate with?
I would love to do a children’s book but I’m
not a writer so I am looking for someone who
is good with words and stories. Collaborating
with other artists seems hard for me, because
the thought of someone watching me inhibits
my ability to draw.
8. What is the best thing you’ve seen
online/in general recently?
I saw Calder perform his circus on DVD,
it’s great! I also like the paintings of Tauba
Auerbach, she has an exhibition in Brussels
soon, can’t wait to visit it.
9. How did you end up doing what you do?
My father taught me to finish everything you
start and never give up on things, so when I
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Illustrator

Belgium

chose to study illustration I knew I would be
drawing the rest of my life.
10. What are you currently listening to?
Hank Williams, Jim O’Rourke, Glenn Jones,
Mice Parade.
11. What would you like to see in future
issues of NICE Magazine?
Maybe an issue about comics and
narrative work.
12. Tell us a bit about
your illustrative techniques:
I use basic materials like pencils, markers and
ink - very simple.
13. How did you get into illustration?
Since I was little, images and pictures
always had this strong impact on me.
So it’s been a logical decision to study
illustration after finishing high-school.

For more of Astrid’s work, have a look at Cargo Collective and her Flickr.
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Visual Feature

CODY PETTS
1. Tell us what you do:
I am a multimedia design student at the
University of Wisconsin Stout. I am also a
part-time freelance designer.
2. Why do you do it?
I live, sleep and breathe design. It’s my life.
There is no better satisfaction than being
proud of what you have created.
3. Tell us about your process
Well, first off, I sketch some ideas down
(even though my drawings are terrible)
it really gives me a sense of how it will
assemble. Then once all the computer
processes are designed I take it out of the
digital realm and into the physical realm.
I try to get away from the screen as much
as possible - I strive to incorporate a sense
of wildness into my work, as well as nature.
From there I create a still life with a bunch
of old trinkets or antiques I have picked up
along the way, and I photograph them.
4. Who do you admire?
My parents. I learned so much about life
from my mother, without her I would not
be who I am today. And my father taught
me everything there is to know about the
wilderness and how to appreciate it more
and more.
5. What project are you most proud of?
Well I would have to say the Eric Church
music identity project. Last summer I was
working two shit jobs and needed a creative
release. So I started designing something
that I loved - music. Eric Church is a country
music hero in my small town and I really
wanted to create something that embodied
his style. The funny thing is it evolved from
a CD case to posters, bottle labels and
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even playing cards (I was having fun with it).
Then once I started to post it around online
I actually landed my first graphic design
internship in Minnesota. All I can say is if you
love what you do, you will never work a day
in your life. That’s the truth.
6. What colour are your underwear?
Forest green.
7. Who would you love to
collaborate with?
Oooh, that’s a tough one. It would be a
three way tie between Olly Moss, James
White, and David Smith.
8. What is the best thing you’ve seen
online/in general recently?
Bluerock Design. Great stuff.
9. How did you end up doing what you do?
I have always loved art, but I never knew
what I was going to do with it. Then I took
a graphic arts class in high school and from
the very first day, I knew that this is what I
was going to do, this is what I’m going to do
for the rest of my life.
10. What are you currently listening to?
Old school country, 90’s music (it’s the best),
John Butler Trio, and some alternative.
11. What would you like to see in future
issues of NICE Magazine?
To tell you the truth I love the idea of the
outdoors issue, haha. I would have to say
another outdoors issue would be awesome.
For more work from Cody, have a look at his
online portfolio.
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1. Tell us what you do
Well, where to begin! I’m a Canadian Designer
and Photographer, originally from Montreal and was
based in Calgary up until this past November. I just made
the move to San Francisco to work with the amazing team
over at Everest.

just maybe, happiness is success

julian
bialowas
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2. Why do you do it?
I started taking photography seriously in May of 2008.
I know precisely as it was when my Flickr account was
created. I got into design after graduating from High
School and trying to focus in on what I wanted to pursue.
I was flipping through a photography magazine when I
realized it was actually somebody’s job to put it together.
And the newspaper, and the labels on bottles, and
billboards, and iPhone apps—anything that needs to be
communicated visually, the list goes on and on. It was the
career the counselors and teachers never told you about
—I was immediately hooked on the idea, I was going to
be a Graphic Designer.
However before this idea hit me, I was going to be an
engineer. After all, that’s what we’re taught when we’re
growing up. Success is money and money is happiness.

Canada

So, I was going to be an engineer—a geomatic engineer to
be exact—I was enrolled into the program and tuition was
paid. I would be successful and have a huge pay cheque
at the end of the month. But something happened before
that first week of class—I transferred into design. Why do
you ask? Because I realized that being an engineer may be
a “successful” career but it sure was not something I truly
wanted to be doing my entire life. It clicked that maybe
we’ve been taught wrong all along. That perhaps, just
maybe, happiness is success—and not the other way around
as we we’re taught.
I realized that I would much rather be studying something
I’m passionate about. For me, that’s photography and
design. Where I could wake up every morning and be
excited about the work that lie ahead—and be doing
something that could make a difference. It seemed
unconventional and irrational to many people I knew.
But I was going to take this path; I knew it was something
I had to do. And I would make it my goal to inspire others
to do the same. I can safely say it’s been the best decision
of my life to date.

“I’ve always said when I’m not behind the lens or screen I could be
found in the mountains, now it can be the beach or nearby redwoods.”
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3. Tell us about your process.
My two biggest influences in my work would have to be my natural surroundings and also (as
often as its said) the music that plays throughout my day. I moved from a beautiful country, and
from a great region of it. I lived a mere hour drive from the Canadian Rocky Mountains and
was able to see them clearly every day from the city. I spent as much time as I could out there—
every week if possible. As I’m definitely an avid hiker and love to be out there. And my camera
always went along, as they go hand in hand.
I was fortunate to move to a region that although drastically different is just as beautiful.
Having the ocean, beaches, cliffs and redwoods so close to home definitely inspire me and give
me my fix of being in the outdoors.
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4. Tell us a bit about
your photographic techniques.
I shoot with a range of SLRs and DSLRs,
and as of late, my iPhone. I don’t prefer one
over the other. I use analog and digital for
different purposes and to capture different
moods. Analog when looking to shoot a
more intimate feeling and when guaranteed
results aren’t crucial. I shoot with digital
when looking to shoot with more flexibility
and results are needed. (ie. portrait shoots.)
When it comes to digital I shoot with my
Nikon D80 or Nikon D300s and typically
process my RAWs with VSCO (visualsupply.
co). For analog I shoot with my Minolta
x700, Minolta XG1, Minolta 7s, Nikon EM,
Mamiya/Sekor 500DTL or Yashica TL. I
typically shoot with expired film and prefer
Konica VX100 or VX200 film.
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Canada

5. Who do you admire?
I’m inspired by numerous photographers and
always discovering new ones, so it’s hard to
name just a few! As of right now I’d have to
say Chris Ozer, Colin Delehanty and Collin
Hughes. Each are masters in their craft and
each inspire me to grow and expand as a
photographer. Chris Ozer with his urban
photography of NYC, Colin Delehanty with
time lapse, night and landscape photography
and Collin Hughes with his portrait
photography.
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6. What project are you most proud of?
“This is Oregon”, which was a joint project
between Shwood Eyewear and myself. We
traveled to ten locations within a 90-minute
drive from downtown Portland, Oregon to
showcase the awe-inspiring landscapes that
are waiting to be explored. From highway
pull-offs to backcountry overnighters, and
sunbaked coastlines to snowy mountainsides,
there is something for everyone, everywhere.
That and 365q. 365q was a photo a day
project that elapsed between October 2010
– 2011. What made it different from most 365
days project was instead of taking a photo a
day, I recreated an old photo of mine a day.
I had a huge library of unused photographs
hidden away in untouched folders. I always
found they were missing something and not
worthy of space on Flickr. I found that missing
element when fooling around in Photoshop.
I placed text on a photo—something I had
never done before. That’s when it clicked and
365q was born. Recreate a photo of mine a
day, with the intention to inspire. To motivate.
It would be a 365 day project with a cause.

Canada

7. What colour are your underwear?
I laughed at this one, and had to check:
Striped boxer briefs.
8. Who would you love to
collaborate with?
Would love to work on an official project with
Sigur Ros or MEC,
9. What is the best thing you’ve seen
online/in general recently?
Timothy Reynold’s low poly illustrations, or
this short video.
10. What are you currently listening to?
I listen to a lot of artists such as Sigur Ros,
Jóhann Jóhannsson, Max Richter, Olafur
Arnalds and Explosions in the Sky.
11. What would you like to see in future
issues of NICE Magazine?
Interviews with the top Instagrams out
there! Such as Chris Ozer, Carl Zoch, Colin
Delehanty and Michelle Grenier.

“The greatest inspiration
in life is summiting a
mountain, & everything
building up to it.”
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EIKO OJALA

Eiko Ojala is an illustrator, graphic designer and
art director living in Tallinn, Estonia. He makes
lovely, slightly odd illustrations and designs for
books and magazines. Hard as it is to believe, the
touchable ‘cut paper’ illustrations featured here
are executed completely in digital 3D.

All images copyright Eiko Ojala
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an inner urge and a burning flame

STRIJDOM
VAN DER MERWE

Artist

South Africa

1. Tell us what you do.
I am a full time artist, specialising in land art
and nature related art works.
2. Why do you do it?
It’s a love and a passion that you can’t resist.
I was born that way, and I can’t help it.
3. Tell us about your process
Ideas, concepts and art works don’t come
from sitting in your studio.

“Its a process of walk in
nature and discovering
the possibilities to create
something with the
material found on site”
4. Who do you admire?
People that know themselves and live up to
their own potential.
5. What project are you most proud of?
Probably the next one, that way I’m constantly
working and discovering. Otherwise I would
have changed careers long ago!
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11. What would you like to see in
future issues of NICE Magazine?
Environmental / green / Global warming
/ Wabi Sabi / Meditation / love your
neighbour / etc...

“I grew up on a farm, and live
close to nature. [I] discovered
during my years as an art
student that all the basics
of colour, balance, perspective
etc. can be found in nature so why not work in nature rather
than trying to reproduce it?”

13. How did you get into landart?
I grew up on a farm, and live close to
nature. [I] discovered during my years
as an art student that all the basics of
colour, balance, perspective etc. can
be found in nature - so why not work
in nature rather than trying
to reproduce it?

For more art from Strijdom, visit his site.
6. What color are your underwear?
The first one that comes down from the washing line.
7. Who would you love to collaborate with?
Phillip Glass or Yo-Yo Ma.
8. What is the best thing you’ve seen
online/in general recently?
Archilovers and Designboom.
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9. How did you end up doing what you do?
A inner urge and burning flame that keeps on telling me:
“live your dream”.
10. What are you currently listening to?
Besides everyday sounds and the hope for more bird
sounds, Gert Vlok Nel.
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The Poundshop
making beautiful design fun and accessible

Designer

London

The design and fabrication of this special
mobile Poundshop stand for The Poundshop was designed
by Sitraka Rakotoniaina, in order for them to complete
their UK summer tour in 2012.
The Poundshop is a platform for designers to sell designer
goods under the strict brief that the product is to be sold
within the affordable price bands £1, £5 and £10.
The aim of The Poundshop is to spread design to a
wider audience by making it accessible through price and
engagement. Working with a wide range of designers,
most of whom are new to making products, the it allows
crafters and creatives to test run products with a low level
of risk. The Poundshop was founded in April 2010 by
George Wu, Sarah Gottlieb and Sara Melin, who love
design shops and wanted to put one together themselves.
The economic climate at the time kept them from having a
traditional store, and so a far more unique space was born.
All images copyright Sitraka Rakotoniaina
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1. Tell us what you do.
I am a London based designer. I
design objects and devices as a form
of storytelling. I use research as fuel
for designing engaging artifacts and
experiences addressing people’s perception
of emerging technologies. This is done
through the creation of narratives and
fictional objects or spaces designed not
necessarily to provide solutions, rather
to engage and engender conversation,
allowing, through its accessibility new
opinions and perspectives to be uncovered.
My body of work focuses mainly on the
disruption of body functions to alter
people’s perception of reality.
I am interested in subverting the body’s
sensory system to allow new insights on
human condition. For instance some of
my projects presume the brain to be the
filter of our perception, how we understand
time and space, whether we are discrete or
continuous. They are in some way attempts
to give the reality a twist.
2. Why do you do it?
I am interested in the convergence of
Art, Science and Technology, and create
speculative experiences that often involve
the human body as raw material and

ABOUT Sitraka Rakotoniaina:

Born in Madagascar, Sitraka Rakotoniaina grew
up in Paris before moving to London in 2008.

From a background in art and design, he started
freelancing in 2006 as a graphic/web designer,
and later an interaction designer, before moving
towards a speculative design approach.
He also worked for Portland-based ad agency
Wieden and Kennedy as a researcher and creative
technologist in their R & D Platform. His work was
dedicated to the exploration of new areas where
the company resources and expertise could be used,
as well as looking at ways of using technology and
emerging technologies to create new experiences.
He co-founded Good One - a ‘speculative design’
collective with friends coming from computer
science and architectural backgrounds.
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vehicle to trigger people’s imagination
around our future and evolving relationship
with technology. Questioning what is
preferable as opposed to traditional
products derived from what science
makes possible.
3. Tell us about your process.
I usually try to collaborate with scientists
and work out the potential impact of
their research on our day-to-day reality.
The main goal is, through the creation
of devices, to infer an idea of the context
within which they would exist. Objects,
in their shapes and functions, are usually
good at giving clues about the kind of
users and the contextual use. They can tell
loads about the society they’re existing in.
My process aims at finding the objects that
would capture a fictional atmosphere or
potential parallels based on collaboration
with researchers.
4. Who do you admire?
Astronauts! I wish I could be one.
5. What project are you most
proud of?
One of my favourite projects is called
‘Shocking’. It is a collaboration with a
designer and artist friend of mine, Andrew
Friend, and two researchers from the Pr

What is he up to these days, you ask?
His answer:

“My main practice is
speculative design. I have
specialised in designing
objects, artifacts and
devices as a form of
storytelling to question
and excite. I usually use
science as an excuse to
imagine new relationships
between people and
technology, whether
it allows us to achieve
something fantastic or
perceive reality through
a different prism”
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current work

Collaborators: Yanqiu Zhu and Professor Arthur Jones.
The researchers are working on a new type of material:
nano composites. They would mix ceramic with some
nano particles to observe a transfer of properties in the
newly formed nano-ceramics. This would allow
them to create the ultimate bullet proof material capable
of absorbing high impact shock waves.
The properties of their material seemed to us fantastic, so
we had this idea of offering people the possibility to test
them for themselves by getting shocked in
the neck whilst wearing a tiny piece of this
nano-ceramic as protection.

6. What colour are your underwear?
Same as my socks, always.
7. Who would you love to
collaborate with?
Hands on scientists who work in the field
of neuroscience and genetic engineering.
I would love to check out their labs and
use biological matter as raw material, and
potentially to create some sort of living
machines. Who knows?
8. What is the best thing you’ve seen
online/in general recently?
This and this.
9. How did you end up doing
what you do?
I studied product design, then
graphics and multimedia, and then
interactions. I’ve always been interested
in cross discipline collaborations, and
ended up being exposed to the art and
science scene in London.
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10. What are you currently
listening to?
Das Racist - Girl.
11. What would you like to see in
future issues of NICE Magazine?
Future oriented devices that
design fictions.
12. How did you get into
speculative design?
Before studying design I wanted to be
a film director, but ended up doing my
undergrad in product design. Since then
I’ve been interested in using design as
a medium to tell stories. Later, I went
to study at the Royal College of Art
in London in the department called
Design Interactions, where students are
exposed to emerging tech and science
collaborations. I ended up using research
as fuel for my stories.
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JASON LARKIN
telling the hidden stories of the city of gold

We first met Jason when we collaborated on a Getty
creative grant. He is a British photographer living in the
Maboneng Precinct of Johannesburg. He has done
great work for publications like NYT magazine, Colors,
Monocle, WSJ, Internazionale, National Geographic, and
Prospect and many others. After graduating with an MA in
photojournalism, Jason moved to Cairo and began a career
documenting the people and the social issues
of the Middle East.

His work often focuses on people, social issues and climate
change. By engaging with the narratives of the people and
the situations he documents, he creates a strong sense of
connection to his subjects and the issues facing them. He
exposes the emotion of the subject in a very subtle but
powerful way. In Jason’s words, “Much of my work focuses
on identity and how, whether viewed from an individual
or collective group within society, it fluctuates as the
environment and social situations constantly
shift and evolve.”

His work on the Mine Dumps of Johannesburg ‘Tales from
the City of Gold’ is being published by Fourthwall Books
and will be available in July 2013!

All images copyright Jason Larkin
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“Working on different stories
for different magazines is
fascinating, and I luckily
get to travel a lot, which is
a bonus. With my own work
I love developing an idea,
pushing it photographically
and then the process of
realising it for the public eye.”

Interview

Photographer

South Africa

1. Tell us what you do:
I’m a photographer based in Johannesburg. I shoot in a
documentary style for editorial and commercial clients around
the world. I also do a lot of portraits, and I love working on my
own photographic projects.
2. Why do you do it?
Working on different stories for different magazines is
fascinating, and I luckily get to travel a lot, which is a bonus.
With my own work I love developing an idea, pushing it
photographically and then the process of realising it for
the public eye.
3. Tell us about your process:
When it comes to commissions and assignments, especially
with a tight time frame, its a lot about understanding the brief,
doing important research. On locations its being instinctual,
staying open minded and quite a lot of problem solving.
4. Who do you admire?
I admire Guy Tilliam and Simon Norfolk’s photography, Paul
Noble’s art, health workers dedication, Michael Haneke’s film’s.
5. What project are you most proud of?
The one I’ve just finished on Johannesburg’s mine dumps titled
‘Tales from the City of Gold’
6. What color are your underwear?
Mainly white.
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7. Who would you love to collaborate with?
Apart from more with Nicework? Stedil Books,
and writer Jack Shenker.
8. What is the best thing you’ve seen
online/in general recently?
Paul Noble’s Turner Prize work at Tate Britain, Mikhael
Subotzky’s new work for the Standard Bank Prize.
9. How did you end up doing what you do?
Dreaming, working bloody hard, not following the pack.
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Photographer

South Africa

10. What are you currently listening to?
Revisiting old vinyl albums including 2001 A Rhyme Odyssey
and Mass Influence. On a more contemporary note Mount
Kimbie, Black Keys and Electric Wire Hustle are on repeat a lot.
12. How did you get into photography?
Dropping out of other classes when i was 17 years old.
13. Is there a brilliant question we should have asked you?
“When is your publication out on the mine dump work?”
It will be published by Fourthwall Books and available in July!
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Content Director

South Africa

EAT OUT

a few questions for Anelde Greeff about the delicious Eat Out festival

1. Tell us what you do.
I’m the content director of Eat Out and
Woolworths W – the former a multi-platform
food brand and the latter Woolworths’
fashion magazine. It means I head up
creative strategy and content. Basically, I’m a
storyteller.
2. Why do you do it?
Because I love it! And it’s a perfect blend of
my skills and interest. I get to work with the
topics that I love (food, fashion, design) in
conjunction with talented people. And I can’t
resist sharing a good story.
3. Who do you admire?
Novelists. Storytellers that have the vision,
creativity, commitment and guts to sit on their
butts for a very long time to create the books
that we fall in love with.
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4. What project are you most proud of?
Our annual Produce Awards market. When
I joined Eat Out three years ago, it still
consisted of two brands – Eat Out and

Eat In (in June 2012 they merged into Eat
Out). As the names suggest, they dealt with
different angles of food and eating. One of
the first things I did with Eat In, was turn the
annual Produce Awards – normally a semiboring lunch with media and winners – into
a public food market. Three years later, it
has grown into a lively festival, which is the
epitome of the Eat Out brand: a place where
everyone and everything involved in food
can get together – producers, products,
chefs, restaurants, diners, food lovers, media,
bloggers and more. And of course there’s lots
of amazing food!
5. What colour are your underwear?
Today, purple with black polka dots, but most
days just black.
6. Who would you love to
collaborate with?
Illustrator Marc Johns. He’s one of my
current obsessions. Would be incredible to
collaborate on a recipe book.
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Interview

Content Director

South Africa

“a place where everyone
and everything involved
in food can get together”

7. What is the best thing you’ve seen
online/in general recently?
My wedding dress! Only seventeen sleeps…
8. How did you end up doing
what you do?
Long story. But it starts with “once upon a
time, there was a little girl that liked to make
up stories and collect pretty things…”
9. What are you currently listening to?
Mumford & Sons, The Lumineers, Vampire
Weekend, FUN and whatever else the
“shuffle” function on my iTunes dishes up.
10. What would you like to see in future
issues of NICE Magazine?
More bunnies. I find that life in general could
do with a few more bunnies.
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11. Tell us a bit about what it took to put
the festival together.
Sjoe, long complicated answer! But at
the essence of it, was a bunch of incredible,
small local producers and their excellent
produce that we wanted to showcase
and share with the bigger food community.
With this group of products in mind,
our team developed the concept for the night
market and pop-up picnic (Friday night) and
the market-to-table dinner (Saturday night).
12. How did you get into the food and
entertainment business?
A career in magazines + a love of food + a
good dose of curiosity + an insatiable need
to share the love = a life in the food and
entertainment business.
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Nice Things

NICEWORK TOTES

Here at Nicework, we sometimes like to do things just
because they are fun and we like them. The last exciting
internal project we worked on was our Nice Notebooks,
which you may remember from our Christmas issue last
year. We gave those to our clients because we love them
and they smell nice.
This time around, we’ve all designed exciting survival
tote bags for some fairly standard emergency situations.
Trapped in zero gravity? Need to eat your own leg?
Now you can carry around a bag of survival must-haves
especially for your unique problem.
11:23 AM

We love all of them so much, we can’t decide which ones
to send to production. Which is your favourite?
Go to our blog and help us out by casting your vote!
Pick your favourite, leave us a comment on the tote vote
blog post, and we could send you your very own!

the

CANDY HOUSE
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Article

WHO NEEDS
A HOUSE?
let’s all go live in the woods forever

Image copyright Cocoon
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The first one is for your camper who doesn’t want to drag a mattress into the woods,
but still wants that sleeping on air feeling - the Tentsile Stingray, by treehouse architect
and inventor Alex Shirley-Smith. He wanted to allow people to inhabit the trees in 21st
century comfort. Since 2010, he has been prototyping lightweight portable treehouses,
which can be assembled between any three trees. The Tentsile Stingray was developed
in partnership with product designer Kirk Kirchev.
We love their passion for camping. When asked why they created these tents, they told
us they wanted to make “a lightweight portable treehouse, which allows you and your
friends to experience the great outdoors from a new perspective… a new level
of camping.” For us, it just seems like a great way to camp without sleeping with that
single stone or thorn nestled in your kidney.

TREE TENT

TENTSILE STINGRAY

Being the outdoor issue, we couldn’t possibly forget about camping gear. We’ve trawled
the Internet for all of the most unique and interesting tents we could find.

Images copyright Luminair

Keeping in the theme of the suspended tent, but catering for some one who is looking for a bit more luxury, here’s the
Tree Tent by Luminair, a UK-based outdoor company. The Tree Tent concept was initially created by Jason Thawley in
collaboration with automotive engineer Duncan Ritchie and balloon and airship engineer Alasdair Ritchie. They are very
aware of the impact that humans can have on nature - Tree Tents aim to offer comfortable and low impact inclusion into
the woodland at any time of year, whether it be for recreation, research, conservation or education.
If you want to experience these tents but don’t have a whack of cash to put down on your own, you can visit The Secret
Campsite in East Sussex or Sheepskin holiday rentals near Builth Wells, Wales.
I kind of want to turn one into my man cave. All I need now is a really large tree. I especially love that it will be warm in
winter from the built in fireplace.
Follow them on Twitter or Facebook.

Images copyright The Tentsile Stingray

Follow them on Twitter or Facebook. You can also see videos of their tents in action
here. They are now shipping worldwide, so you can buy their stuff here.
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SUNFORGER

COCOON

If two hanging tents were not enough, have another: Cocoon, a spherical structure made from aluminum, covered
with a resistant waterproof tarpaulin. Each one is 3 meters wide and is filled what looks like a very comfortable
mattress. An empty Cocoon weighs only sixty kilograms.
The pristine whiteness of this tent makes it seem more practical as a beach cabana or an additional room to your
Clifton manor, rather than a rustic mountain top retreat. Each to his own. Buy the Cocoon here.

Here’s a much more traditional
tent by Scout Seattle, a company
founded by Ben Masters. Ben
attributes a lot of his character
and personality to camping in the
great outdoors, using the skills
he learnt from his dad and the
Scouts. Inspired by the forests and
mountains that surround Seattle,
they have created the natural
sunforger canvas tent. The canvas
construction of this Single Pole
Tent allows it to breathe while
providing a reliable barrier from
rain, wind and snow. An included
water resistant canvas floor may be
placed on the ground if conditions
are undesirable. You can use the
collapsible hickory pole to pitch
tent, or use the mounting ring and
paracord to hoist it over a branch.
Every part of the tent is “Made
in USA”, it can sleep you and a
partner and comes with all the
authentic bits and bobs you need
to pitch it. A canvas carry bag, 20
steel stakes, 96” #8 antique brass
zip, a water resistant canvas ground
cloth, collapsible hickory and
antique brass pole, 50’ paracord
and if that was not enough, a brass
mounting ring.
So, if authenticity trumps
practicality for you, pop over to
their shop to pick up the tent and
some other beautifully handmade
outdoor goodies. Their journal
is packed with loads of outdoor
inspiration to fuel your wanderlust.
Images copyright Scout Seattle

Images copyright Cocoon
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If you are into bicycles
the Bikamper by Topeak

BIKAMPER

These have all been very pretty and
whimsical, but you actually want to camp
outside here is something a bit more
practical: The Wedge by Hemiplanet.
This inflatable tent ushers in a new age
of camping. Assembling of parts is
unnecessary - the inner tent, fly sheet and
the frame are all one ready to just unpack
and inflate. Buy it here.

THE WEDGE

Images copyright Hemiplanet
Image copyright Topeak

Bikamper is a personal
shelter that utilizes a
26” mountain or 700c
road front wheel in
place of tent poles.
Bikamper packs down to
a compact size and has
its own special stuff sack
that straps onto your
handlebars. Buy it here.

CAMPING HAMMOCKS

Blue Ridge Camping
Hammocks by Lawson
This camping hammock
is lightweight, weather
resistant, and flying
insect free, and
made especially for
backpacking in hard
terrain. Anywhere a tent
can’t go, the hammock
is there - mountainside,
jungle, wilderness and
along river beds.
Buy it here.
We would love to know
which tent you’d like
best.

Images copyright Lawson

Another one by Hemiplanet: The Cave.
A bigger version of the wedge.
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JOE PAINE
and the incredible machine

In the early 20th century, English illustrator and satirical cartoonist Heath Robinson
created eccentric illustrations of elaborate machines that produced surprisingly simple
results. These fantastical mechanisms so captured the imaginations of the people that
the term “Heath-Robinson contraption” was entered into dictionaries in 1912. Flash
forward to 2013 and we see iterations of Robinson’s concept in countless contexts
from advertising activations to music videos and fine art installations. But are these
appropriations true to imaginative spirit of the original?

Johannesburg-based industrial designer
Joe Paine also took inspiration from a Heath
Robinson print that he found on the wall
of his late grandmother for his Mechanical
Bureau design. The print depicted a
complex cat milking machine activated by
bellows. Joe’s genius was to move beyond
rehashing the “incredible machine” concept,
opting instead to recreate the wonder
and excitement of the machine within a
functional object. By combining Robinson’s
outlandish and dynamic approach with the
austere, utilitarian aesthetics of 100-year old
farm machinery, The Mechanical Bureau
is stripped down into a sophisticated and
functional design object.
True to the modernist mantras that Joe
reveres, the aesthetic and form of the bureau
was born from its complex engineering. The
Mechanical Bureau is designed to elegantly
store/hide a laptop and workspace. By
turning the handle, it is able to open and
close using a system of laser cut gears and
cranks. As the dark green top lifts up, a Kiaat
timber worktop is revealed and extended to
provide extra working space.

The effect of the Bureau’s combination of
materials and industrial textures is both
striking and dynamic.
The Mechanical Bureau was custom made
for Southern Guild - a body dedicated to
developing and promoting exceptional
design talent from South Africa. Each year a
group of designers, artists and architects are
selected to create a one-of-a-kind piece for
the Southern Guild Collection. This annual
exhibition provides a unique opportunity
for designers to stretch their creative
boundaries without budgetary constraints.
Joe’s Mechanical Bureau was so well received
that it was nominated in 2013 as a finalist for
Design Indaba’s Most Beautiful Object in
South Africa award.
Longevity and sustainability are key
considerations of a Joe Paine design:

“I look at my products as
children and one day when
I die these children will live
on and hopefully find a
place somewhere.”

All images copyright Bram Janssen and Bram Lammers
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All images copyright Bram Janssen and Bram Lammers
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Joe’s preferred medium is steel for both its
functional and aesthetic properties. “Steel is
forgiving, you don’t have to be precious about
it”, he says, “it is 100% recyclable, locally
produced, and it has structural integrity”.
For Joe, using an industrial vernacular is vital
to creating sustainable and ethical products:

“That is a big thing for us as
designers. We can be terrible
about how we rape this earth.
Some products out there are
just not moral…that’s why we
use an industrial vernacular.
You know where it is coming
from and you have a choice
of what you exploit…The end
user should be the one who
should be exploited because
they are ultimately opting to
be exploited, they are paying
for it. Morally the buck needs
to stop there.”
But Joe’s design philosophy is not only about
the serious issues of ethics and sustainability
- it is also about creative play. He takes
inspiration from a variety of high and lowbrow sources - from late night conversations
with friends, to plants, soap operas, iconic
industrial designers and Bauhaus design.
In all projects, he tries to find a balance

between being creative, having fun, and
earning a living:

“It has to be fun. I have to be
excited about it. If I’m excited
about it then I know I am
doing something right…then it
has something to it.”
Joe also sees the value of not being too
precious or overworking a design. One of
his biggest sellers is an origami-inspired
bird feeder that he cooked up in 20 minutes
because he needed Christmas presents for
his family – a true example of using unbridled
creativity to work smart.
Creativity is an ever-evolving process of
inspiration, appropriation and reinterpretation
that responds to a variety of social contexts.
Those who get it right create something
truly unique that captivates, but more
importantly, endures. We think Joe Paine
is getting it just right.

Get a closer look at The Mechanical
Bureau by checking out our video profile
of Joe Paine in his studio. The video marks
the debut of NICE Magazine’s video artist
profiles, which will be an ongoing series in
issues to come.

Heartfelt thanks are due to our friends Bram
and Bram for their beautiful footage.
All images copyright Bram Janssen and Bram Lammers
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All images copyright Stu Shapiro

Visual Feature

WE ARE one

The We Are One festival is a day of colour
and celebration inspired by the Hindu
spring festival, Holi. Attendees throw
vibrant powder at prescribed intervals
throughout the day, creating a tidal wave
of bright colours and excited voices.
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The organisers added to the festivities
with local live acts and DJs, which kept
the energetic (and eventually filthy) crowd
dancing late into the night.
The event took place in Johannesburg and
Cape Town this year.
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All images copyright Cody Petts
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Barrel pet bed

EVA SOLO
BIRDFEEDER

Inside, outside, upside down

DEDON

NESTREST

Bird feeders by Eva Solo I Barrel pet bed by KingBarrel on Etsy
Nest Rest by Dedon I Slate eyewear by Shwood
Hunting trophy, desk tidy and tripod lamp by Folklore
DIY slippers by Lasso

Slate
eyewear

EVA SOLO
BIRDFEEDER

FOLKLORE

VARIOUS ITEMS

LASSO

SLIPPERS
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Things To Buy

LASSO

Lasso is your very own must-have pair of slippers, made
from a single piece of wool-felt, a leather sole and a cotton
lace. All materials are 100 % natural. Made in Paris, by a
social enterprise providing work opportunities for people
with special needs.
Simple to make, the pair of slippers comes flat-pack, with
laces available in five different colours. The slipper shape
is created by lacing the edges of the felt together through
pre-cut holes.
How do you make your shoes?
With a social workshop based in Parisian suburbs hiring
disabled peoples.
What made you get into shoe making?
Gaspard is trained as a product designer and had a brief
during he’s studies at the Royal College of Art asking him
to design and produce a product as locally as possible, and
he just needed slippers...
Ruben was working in a sneaker store in Paris and wanted
to create a brand...
What is your favourite shoe?
Blazer (Ruben)
Air Force 1 High (Gaspard)
Where can we buy your shoes in South Africa?
Online - www.lasso-shoes.com opening very soon!
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It is a massive trend right now to get a little
involved in gardening, there are brilliant ideas
out there for urban gardens, gardening on
balconies and vertical farming.
Some amazing products for bringing outdoor
greenery into the home are becoming more
readily available - just look at these exciting
pieces from Modernica. L’Emile et Son and
Farrah Sit.
In the next few features, we look at things that
can bring the outdoors inside.

Gardening
without
a garden
bringing the outdoors in
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Visual Feature

Emily shields:
Hum Sweet Hum
1. Tell us what you do:
I am a recent graduate from the Academy
of Art University in San Francisco where
I received my MFA in graphic design.
Currently I am freelancing and searching for
full-time employment here in the Bay Area.
2. Why do you do it?
Art and design have always been a major
part of my life, beginning with designing the
year book cover in the fifth grade, extending
through high school art and photography
classes, culminating in a Bachelor’s degree
from Indiana University in studio art with
a concentration in graphic design in 2005.
My passion was fed by living and traveling in
Europe, witnessing firsthand the works
of great masters, and formal undergraduate
course work in Florence, Italy. I worked as a
designer in Chicago for a few years before
going to graduate school. I decided to
head out west to attend grad school
at AAU in order advance my design
knowledge and skills.
3. Tell us about your process
First and foremost, research is the key
element to any successful design solution.
Lots of hands-on research enables me to
gain a full understanding of the subject I
am working with and who I’m creating the
design solution for. I find that the research
phase is continuous even throughout
the development of the solution, there’s
always things to learn that affect the overall
outcome, there’s always new tidbits of
information and new inspiration. Once I’ve
accumulated a decent amount of research,
the sketches begin and I find the more
relaxed I am, the more freely the ideas come.
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This type of sketching/writing helps me to
get everything out and then filter through
the ideas to flush out the terrible ones and
find the ones that have potential to move
forward. The filtering is a continuous process
but necessary in order to narrow it down to
the most successful solution that meets all of
the needs and demands of the subject.
4. Who do you admire?
My parents. My mother is a teacher and
my father is a retired military Colonel and
Healthcare Administrator. I admire them
because of their incredible work ethic that
has lead to the life they have created for
themselves, a life that began living paycheck
to paycheck on a military salary to living
their dream life in retirement currently,
where they can live comfortably and be the
wonderful parents and grandparents that
they are. They inspire me to work hard and
dream big and to never shy away from an
opportunity that will allow growth.
5. What project are you most proud of?
Hum Sweet Hum is one of the projects that
I am most proud of. I created this in my one
and only packaging class in grad school
which I enjoyed much more than I thought
I would thanks to my instructor,
Thomas McNulty.
6. How did you end up doing what you do?
Lots of time, practice and hard work.
7. What are you currently listening to?
Sleigh Bells.
Have a look at Emily’s website for
more of her work.
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Visual Feature

amanda guarini
the glass garden shoppe
The Glass Garden Shoppe is a little store
in Buckhead, Atlanta that makes and sells
strange and beautiful glass terrariums.
They combine modern, geometric line with
the rough sturdiness of metal, the fragility
of glass and the earthy appeal of succulents
and air plants.
The branding for this project was designed
by Amanda Guarini, an exceedingly
talented student living in Atlanta. Have a
look at her website!
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All images copyright Amanda Guarini
Photographs by Mary Beth Manifold
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Visual Feature

DAVID RYLE
1. Tell us what you do
I’m a photographer, based in London,
who works on various projects that include
people, places and cars.

7. Who would you love to
collaborate with?
The International Space Station - can you
make it happen?

2. Why do you do it?
I do have a genuine love for photography,
but also I’d be pretty crap at anything else!

8. What is the best thing you’ve seen
online/in general recently?
There is a show about landscapes at
Somerset house in London I want to go see,
it is meant to be good.

3. Tell us about your process
My process depends from shoot to shoot.
Sometimes I go in with a specific concept,
like in the Fitzcarraldo shoot (the one
featured here), sometimes I’m a bit more
free and just find images.
4. Who do you admire?
Joel Sternfeld was an early inspiration.
5. What project are you most proud of?
I think maybe my desert studies project, I
have a bit of a fear of heights, so to go up in
a little propeller plane and shoot the Mojave
desert from above sort of helped it.

9. How did you end up doing what you do?
From the inability to do anything
remotely academic.
10. What are you currently listening to?
Leonard Cohen.
11. What would you like to see in future
issues of NICE Magazine?
Keep doing what you’re doing.
Go to David’s website for more of
his beautiful work.

6. What colour are your underwear?
...very personal!
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All images copyright David Ryle
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Visual Feature

CHRIS HADFIELD

Chris Hadfield is a Canadian astronaut, and
until very recently was the commander of the
International Space Station.
He was the first Canadian to walk in space, plays a
mean acoustic guitar and posts exciting videos which
answer people’s odd and unlikely questions about
what it’s like on the ISS.
We’re featuring some of the spectacular, sometimes
surreal photographs he takes and posts to his
Twitter account.
We know being an astronaut is cool and all, but
is seems like Cmdr. Hadfield has missed his
calling. Maybe there’s still time for him to become
a professional photographer. Then again, who
wouldn’t take amazing pictures with a view like this?
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All images copyright Chris Hadfiield
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All images copyright Chris Hadfield
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Commander Hadfield returned to Earth on the 14th of
May 2013, along with fellow astronauts Roman Romanenko
and Thomas Marshburn. Here they are packed into the
NASA Cuddle Pod, a.k.a. the Soyuz space capsule.
He said goodbye to the ISS with a fun and moving
performance of David Bowie’s Space Oddity.
Welcome back, Commander! We hope you continue to
treat us to glimpses of your remarkable life. We will even
tolerate it if you decide to Instagram your food and pets.
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KINFOLK

Kinfolk publishes casual
entertaining ideas to which
readers either can peruse as a
print magazine or see online
features about workshops,
dinners, and events.

Gatherings with good food and friends

All images copyright Kinfolk
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The magazine is beautifully designed
and shot and is certainly a collectable.
When explaining what it is they do,
this seems all encompassing:
“Readers look to Kinfolk as a trusted
resource for both enticing and
meaningful activities - whether it’s a
new cooking skill, road trip route, or
camping guide, Kinfolk is a blueprint
for a balanced, intentional lifestyle.”
Kinfolk hosts a series of dinner
gatherings in which communities
come together and enjoy food
and conversation documented by
beautifully shot photos, by talented
people such as Lou Mora.

For those of us longing to go
outside and enjoy good company
this seems like the perfect chance.
Luckily, according to blogger Mariah
Breytenbach of size too small:

‘There will be two
dinners in Cape Town
this year, one in
April and the other
in October’
In order to go, one must book in
advance, with tickets available here.

All images copyright Lou Mora
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Visual Feature

THE GREEN SCHOOL

Founded by John and Cynthia Hardy,
The Green School, is a project that focuses
on the relationship between education
and sustainability which is located in
Bali, Indonesia.
One of their main goals is to prepare their
students to be creative and critical thinkers,
to ensure that they have received the
appropriate knowledge that allows them to
change the way we are managing our planet.
All images copyright The Green School
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“If we are to believe just a small proportion of the statistics we are hearing
and seeing about the destruction of our planet, individuals need to take
a more responsible approach – and education is the key starting point.
Our aim is to develop responsible and green habits in these young people
which will be with them for life.”
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“We don’t look like most people’s
mental image of what a school is
supposed to be. As a part of our
commitment to sustainability,
all of our structures are built
primarily from bamboo, a local,
natural, renewable resource.”
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TEN THINGS
To love about the great outdoors.

Every issue we find a few nice creatives who take us on a little tour of ten things they
want to show off. This time, we’re featuring an illustrator with a magnificent beard,
a photographer with a colourful fringe, and a psychotic gibbering wildman who we
found naked in the parking lot.
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SHAUN HILL
Meet Shaun Hill and the ten things he likes about the
outdoors. He is a twenty three year old bearded dude and
a multi-talented illustrator and designer at Says Who.
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1. Rat
One of my pet rats.
2. Skull
Something I found in nature.

2

3. Pistol
To shoot nature in the face.

1

4. Pocket Knife
Swiss made.
5. Skateboard
Sanding nature in to
cool stuff.
6. Leaves
I like leaves.
7. Twigs
Cause they make leaves.
8. Grass
Cause it’s nature’s carpet.

3

9. Desert Rose
It’s made from lightning.
10. Demon Sculpture
I dabble in voodoo.

4
5

7

6

9
10
8
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EAT OUT

A few questions for Anelda Groot- Editor -chmeditor
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Anushka
le roux
Anushka is twenty two, with a colourful fringe, and a
passion for photography which you can check out on
Facebook at Burning Point Photography. She is working on
her Honours Degree in Psychology.
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1. The Photograph
Seeing the world through my own lens,
focusing on the beauty of the world.

5

2. Cinnamon
Cinnamon Coffee, with brown sugar
and hot milk. Haven’t you tried it yet?
3. Psychology Book
My passion.

3

2

4. Ballet Shoes
Goes with anything and makes me feel
like a princess
5. Sunlight
It makes every moment seem better,
and I love the way it colors the world.

7

6. Peppermint Bubblegum
I’m an addict and apparently
peppermint lifts your mood?
7. Green apples
You know what they say: “An apple a
day keeps the doctor away”!
8. Anything Vintage
Anything vintage my Grandmother
used to wear. I’m very sentimental.

9

9. Seeds
Sunflower seeds, Pumpkin seeds and
Dates. I love any fruit you can leave
out in the sun to dry. The colour,
texture and flavour enhance every
ordinary moment.

8

10. Vintage suitcase
I make memories with it!

6

4
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10

1

All images copyright Anushka Le Roux
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MOUNTAIN MAN
We thought the outdoor issue would be the perfect opportunity to ask our resident
mountain man to show us his ten things. He doesn’t often come into the office, so we were
lucky to catch up with him this month.

Illustration by Alexis Schofield
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8

7
1

2

9

3

4

5
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1. Gransfors Bruks Axe Splitting Collection		
Living in the mountains means you rely heavily on your trusted axe. I
have been through many in my life and can say that the Grunsfors Buks
axes are the most reliable around. Be it cutting down a tree or cutting
down a victim you can be sure these will do the trick. Get it here.

6. Log Bowl by Loyalloot 				
When I saw these bowls I knew they were perfect to add some colour
to my cabin. The rough untreated exterior, with the smooth polished
inside remind me of myself in a way. Rugged on the outside and
refined on the inside. Get it here.

2. 38 Frameworks Hogback				
Speedy transport is not often possible out here in the wilderness,
so when I saw this bike I knew I had to have it. The extra thick tires
allow me to get over any terrain with ease while chasing people down.
Unfortunately the price is pretty steep, meaning I had to skin an extra
few scalps, but it was definitely worth it. Get it here.

7. Dries Van Noten Camo Jacket			
Although I may not have anybody to share special occasions
with (except Josephine, who I keep under my cabin), that doesn’t
mean I don’t like to dress up. This stunning jacket allows me to feel
sophisticated, while not giving myself away to an unsuspecting victim.
Get it here.

3. Wood&Faulk official camp stool			
When out trapping it can get rather uncomfortable sitting for long
periods on the forest floor. This lightweight stool allows me to sit in
comfort while waiting for my prey. Get it here.

8. Allen Log Carrier					
There is nothing worse then getting back to the cabin and having to
remove splinters from your hand. Thanks to this handy carrier, splinters
are a thing of the past. It also allows you to carry other things you
might have chopped up. Get it here.

4. Moniker Cycle Horns 		
		
Who said modifying your bike was for hipsters? When I first laid my
eyes on these I knew I had to have them. Nothing instills fear in your
adversary, like riding up on them with antlers on your bike.
Get it here.

6
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5. Best Made Shearling Wool Vest 			
The winters out here can get pretty brutal, and that’s is why I always rely
on my wool vest. It keeps my torso cozy on those long nights trapping in
the forest. I usually don’t take it off until spring which means it needs a
good airing during the summer months. Get it here.

9. Aijikataya Hatchet				
Where would a mountain man be without his hatchet. I have been
skinning for many a year, and this is the only hatchet which can cut
through skin, flesh and clothes without losing its edge. Get it here.
9. Tabletop HiFi					
After a long day of hunting I like to sit back with my feet up and relax
to some soothing tunes. This elegant sound system fits in perfectly
with my cabin. Get it here.
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All images copyright A Common Name

URBAN GEODE
a touch of natural bling for the everyday
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Urban Geode is a street art project by A Common Name, that started in Los Angeles.
Rather than using traditional paint, this street art is created from paper or resin in
3-dimensional sculptural forms. The finished shapes represent geodes, crystal, quartz,
or any mineral formation that you would normally find in nature, and fit into the small
nooks and crannies of our cities. These little geodes have even started to spawn in
Spain. It must take a huge amount of patience and dedication to create millions of
sculptures that most people will walk past without a second thought. This video shows
the amount of time spent making an installation at the Standard Hotel in Hollywood.
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urban |ˈəːb(ə)n|
adjective
1 in, relating to, or characteristic of a
town or city: the urban population.

geode |ˈdʒiːəʊd|

2 (also urban contemporary)
denoting or relating to popular dance
music of black origin: hip-hop’s
traditionally urban vibe.

2 a rock containing a geode.

noun
1 a small cavity in rock lined with
crystals or other mineral matter.

derivatives
urbanism: noun; urbanist: noun

derivatives
geodic |dʒiːˈɒdɪk|adjective

origin
early 17th cent.: from Latin urbanus,
from urbs, urb- ‘city’.

origin
late 17th cent.: via Latin from Greek geōdēs
‘earthy’, from gē ‘earth’.
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Paige Smith is a freelance artist and graphic designer from Los Angeles. She hopes to
continue her project for a long time and send it around the world, beautifying urban
spaces. Smith says ‘I enjoy the fact that many people will not notice these, but some
astute people will; that these will not last forever and the weather will affect them as
naturally as it might in nature.’

Article

Street Artist

Los Angeles

We love this completely new take on traditional street art - miniature sculptures that
beautify seemingly abandoned parts of the urban landscape. If Paige is to be believed,
we have a fine set of geodes on their way to us via the post. Look out for pictures of the
first African geode on our blog.

1. Tell us what you do:
I make 3-dimensional street art installations
called Urban Geode. I fill cracks and crevices
of city buildings with bright angular shapes
that represent geodes. They are either made
of folded paper or created with resin casting.
2. Why do you do it?
I do this street art because I love to create
art for anybody. It’s a small and detailed
contribution to our urban landscape that
causes surprise and a little bit of magic to our
every day lives.
3. Tell us about your process:
When I’m out and about in a city, I like to
explore my surroundings intimately. I tend to
look at the details and sometimes this means
finding holes, broken down pipes, or large
cracks in buildings. I’ll take measurements
or if I have something on me, I’ll just paste
up an exterior geode right there. With the

measurements I usually build a cast and fill
it with the polyhedra I create from resin or
paper. The whole piece gets painted,
I return to the site, and place the geode into
its space.
4. Who do you admire?
Designers and artists of all kinds! Stefan
Sagmeister, JR, Michel Gondry; to name a
few.
5. What project are you most proud of?
I’m very proud of a giant geode I made for
The Standard, Hollywood. They have a Box
in the vitrine of the hotel that I completely
filled with all hand folded paper. It was about
5’x10’ with additional side panels and took
about 5,000 pieces of paper to fold.
6. What color are your underwear?
Random!

7. Who would you love to collaborate with?
There are a couple street artists I love—
Os Gemeos—they have a wonderfully playful
and whimsical style and I’ve seen them do
three-dimensional work. An installation with
their illustrative style and geodesic shapes
would be a super wacky, fun world.
8. What is the best thing you’ve seen
online/in general recently?
As I mentioned earlier, I love JR. He’s
an amazing street artist doing some
groundbreaking work. JR has a project called
Inside Out, using art to change the world,
a very smart participatory art project. He
is always involved in the communities and
cultures that he travels to; and his art is all
about the identity of the people and culture
he’s exploring.
9. How did you end up doing what you do?
I’m a graphic designer that got bored! I love
to work with my hands and my design was
becoming more and more tactile. Doing
street art was a way to interact with the world
with my voice instead of a clients’.

11. What would you like to see in future
issues of NICE Magazine?
Environmental / green / Global warming /
Wabi Sabi / Meditation / love your neighbour
/ etc...
12. Tell us a bit about your wood working
techniques
I’m a crazy huge fan of stop motion artists!
13. How did you get into street art?
I live in the Arts District of downtown Los
Angeles—this place is packed with street art!
My surroundings and every day life were an
inspiration to me. This area is also filled with
crevices and holes just asking for something
besides trash to be in them.
You can see more of a Common name here:
Instagram —instagram.com/acommonname
I do tweet, but mostly my photos —
@ACommonBlog
And a facebook artist page — facebook.com/
ACommonName

10. What are you currently listening to?
The band, Everything Everything
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Visual Feature

jurgen heckel

Jurgen Heckel is a sound artist and photographer.
Born in Nuremberg, he has lived in Paris for
14 years, and is now located in Munich, Germany.

All images copyright Jurgen Heckel
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TRANIAC
CARDS&VIDEO
NICEWORK SHOWCASE

Last year, we got the chance to make friends with Trainiac, a wonderful
picture-based learning company with offices right here in Johannesburg. They
make infographics and visual training tools that help big and small companies
get the best out of their staff. Nicework made a modular set of cards and a little
explainer video for them to use at meetings, where they needed to be able to
show off their work and process in a simple, professional and engaging way.
All images copyright Trainiac
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We went with a look and feel that combined
minimal but persuasive copy, and strong, beautifully
laid out typography. The cards themselves were
categorised and colour-coded into sections, which
made it easier to flip through.
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The typographic treatment was a way for us to depart
quite dramatically from Trainiac’s established style,
which made the explanatory cards really stand out when
compared to the portfolio pieces printed on the reverse
of the deck. To tie the cards into Trainiac’s overarching
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identity, we used their prescribed colours, logo guidelines,
and copy font. We selected four of five compatible fonts
to use for our type treatments, so the cards would remain
consistent but still have an eclectic feel. The cards sit right
between playful and professional, just like Trainiac itself.
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The video’s primary function was to explain Trainiac’s
process whilst remaining accessible. We handled this by
pairing a their simple visual treatment with a friendly,
conversational voice-over.
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We told a short story about an imaginary client which
allowed the viewer to get an overview of the adaptability of
Trainiac’s process, and see the scope of their skills.
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Print and Packaging

eat, drink, live outdoors

We use this section to showcase great contemporary print design and packaging. In this issue,
we kick off with a nice little collection of beautiful or ridiculous advertising from back in the
day, with outdoor themes and imagery.
Images sourced from Vintage Ad Browser, an amazing resource for designers
and illustrators. Be sure to check it out!

Above: Before Dodge pickup trucks became associated with steroid-addled road ragers,
they ran this beautifully illustrated ad campaign. 1960.
Opposite: It’s not often these days that you see such understated imagery in a beer ad, like
this one for Peter Hand’s Reserve Brew. We love the offbeat illustration style. 1952.
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Right: Who needs to go outside to get a sort-of-natural tan?
It seems like this Elizabeth Arden ad predicted the arrival
of our good friends from The Jersey Shore. “Sun-burnished”
legs for everyone. 1946.
Opposite, clockwise from top left:
Warning: smiling radiantly after brushing with Pepsodent may
blind passers-by. Also, Irium is not a real thing. Sorry. 1947.
Loving the illustrative style and colour palette in this ad for
Jap Rose soap. 1918.
There’s nothing quite like popping down to the old
Gymnacyclidium at the Grand Velocipede Academy.
Although “ bike” rolls off the tongue a little easier, how we wish
these words had stuck. 1869.
White Star Line’s initial advertising for the Titanic is striking
and beautiful.
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Advertising agency:
DDB Medellín, Colombia

Photographer:
Augusto Cartagena

Chief Creative Director:
Rodrigo Bolivar

Typographer:
Federico Giraldo, Daniel Calle

Executive Creative Director:
Rodrigo Dávila

Illustrator:
Simón Ramírez

Creative Director:
Daniel Calle

Account Manager:
luisa Fernanda Giraldo

Copywriter:
Daniel Calle, Lorena Salazar Masso,
Jonathan Marulanda

Production:
Sandra Urrego

Back in the present, we love these print ads by DDB Medellín of Colombia for
Norma Atelier. Such a clever, simple concept, and the execution is subtle and
perfect for the product. They make us want to draw.

Art Director:
Juan Carlos Espitia, Daniel Felipe
Calle, Mauricio Cortés
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Advertising Agency:
Revolution, Brazil
Chief Creative Officer:
Emerson Braga
Creative Director:
Edson Rosa
Copywriter:
Emerson Braga
Art Director:
Edson Rosa
Head of Digital:
Vitor Barros
Account Director:
Renata Matos
Planner:
Melina Romariz, Mylene Alves
Agency Producer:
Clarissa Mattos
Illustrator:
Edson Rosa, Leonardo Pinho
Chief Executive Officer:
Carlos Pereira
Account: Flavio Fernandez

This campaign by Revolution in Brazil gave us more than our fair share of giggles. We love
the fun use of colour and the offbeat illustration style - a bold choice, especially for a client
like LG with a history of more slick, sedate advertising. We think it paid off marvellously.
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This print campaign by Saatchi
& Saatchi Johannesburg for
Otrivin nasal spray is equal
parts awesome and revolting.
Perhaps we like it so much
because we think cats are
wonderful - even when they’re
colonising your nose.
Executive Creative Director:
Liam Wielopolski
Art Director:
Wihan Meerholz
Copywriter:
Wynand Prinsloo
Photographer:
Jason Robinson
Retoucher:
Zelda Faurie
Illustrator:
Robert Dersley

It certainly seems like DDB Colombia had fun with this
touching little ad for Clorox. It almost makes us think twice
about wiping out some nasty little germs. Almost.
Advertising Agency:
DDB, Colombia
Creative Directors:
Rodrigo Bolivar, Alfonso Díaz
Art Director:
Mauricio Cifuentes
Copywriters:
Alexander Pineda, Alfonso Díaz
Illustrator:
Alexander Pineda
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Advertising Agency:
BBDO Proximity, Singapore
Chief Creative Officer:
Ronald Ng
Executive Creative Director:
Scott Walker
Creative Director/Copywriter:
Primus Nair
Creative Director/Art Director:
Douglas Goh
Art Director/Illustrator:
Jennyson Rosero
Photographer:
Cedric Lim
Account Supervisor:
Joe Braithwaite
Account Manager:
Fiona Huang

Above: We like being made to think a little bit. This clever pair of ads by DDB Colombia
uses simple visual progressions without copy to give the consumer a knowing little wink.
Opposite: Guinness is an iconic brand with a deep sense of cultural heritage. Here’s
BBDO Proximity of Singapore taking full advantage of that legacy, in this print campaign
stuffed with evocative imagery and little details.
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We are strong supporters of using beautiful typography for absolutely everything.
Type is used to great effect in these understated ad layouts for Santam, by
KingJames. Their textures are subtle and simple, the type and illustrations are
thoughtfully integrated, and their little stories are so nicely written. A+.
Chief Creative Officer:
Alistair King

Illustrator:
Adam Hill

Executive Creative Director:
Devin Kennedy

Account Director:
Jane Rowan Parry

Copywriter:
Devin Kennedy

Senior Account Director:
Kyle Marquis

Creative Director/Art Director:
Dan Berkowitz
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THANK YOU
FOR READING.

Our Site | Facebook | Subscribe

now go
outside.

